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U.S. Prison Count Continues to Drop
March 8, 2013
More Than Half of States Cut Imprisonment Rates from 2006 to 2011
After nearly four decades of explosive growth, the U.S. prison population declined for two years in a row,
according to the Justice Department.[1] Inmate counts fell in about half the states in each year from 2009-10
and 2010-11. [2]
Over the past five years, the imprisonment rate fell in 29 states. California, which was ordered by the U.S.
Supreme Court to reduce its prison population, led the way with a 17 percent drop. Nine other states reduced
their imprisonment rates between 2006 and 2011 by double digits: Hawaii (16 percent), Massachusetts (15
percent), Michigan (15 percent), New Jersey (14 percent), Alaska (13 percent), New York (13 percent),
Connecticut (11 percent), Delaware (10 percent), and South Carolina (10 percent).

At the other end of the spectrum, West Virginia had the highest level of growth among 20 states that
increased in their imprisonment rates, rising by 17 percent. Other growth leaders include Arizona (16
percent), Pennsylvania (14 percent), Arkansas (12 percent), Alabama (9 percent), Indiana (8 percent), Illinois
(7 percent), Florida (6 percent), and Mississippi and Tennessee (5 percent each).
Many of the states showing recent drops have taken substantial steps to rein in the size and cost of their
corrections systems. Often with overwhelming bipartisan votes, leaders in these states have shortened terms
behind bars for lower-level offenders or diverted them from prison altogether. Several states, including
Georgia and Pennsylvania during their 2012 legislative sessions, reinvested large sums of the resulting
savings into probation and parole in an effort to break the cycle of recidivism and improve public safety.[3]
Conventional wisdom holds that the movement to contain prison growth is about saving money. Tight
budgets surely invited scrutiny of the $50 billion that states together spend on corrections,[4] but there are
three more important drivers of change:
Texas and other states’ successes: In 2007, long before the economic crisis, Texas put a halt to its prison
construction boom and invested $240 million in treatment and diversion programs.[5] The results have been
dramatic: State taxpayers have avoided nearly $2 billion in new prison spending,[6] and the parole failure
rate is down 39 percent since 2007.[7] Meanwhile, the statewide crime rate has fallen back to levels not seen
since the 1960s.[8]
Crime is down both in states that continued with (and paid for) rapid prison growth and those that did not.
Researchers agree the national incarceration rate—nearly 1 in 100 adults is behind bars[9]—is yielding
diminishing public safety returns. Nationally, 29 states reduced their imprisonment rates over the past five
years, and the crime rate went down in all but three of them.
Strong public support: Polls show that Americans are strongly in favor of such change, fed up with the prison
revolving door and ready for it to stop. Large majorities support shifting more low-level offenders from prison
to mandatory supervision, and they back specific measures, such as trimming the prison portion of
sentences to ensure that offenders undergo a period of transitional community supervision.[10]
Californians sent a strong version of this message on Election Day, with 69 percent of voters approving a
ballot measure scaling back the state’s once-popular three-strikes law.[11] Key stakeholder groups in many
states also support reforms, including business and faith leaders, police chiefs, and victims’ advocates.
Some of the strongest calls for change come from the Right on Crime initiative, which boasts high-profile
conservative members such as Jeb Bush, Newt Gingrich, William Bennett, Ed Meese, and Grover Norquist.
[12]
Research-based alternatives: A solid body of research has identified alternatives that cost less than prison
and do a better job cutting re-offense rates. Most significant has been advances in risk assessments, which
classify offenders into groups of the most and least likely to reoffend and specify the interventions that would
have the greatest impact on individuals.[13]
When lower-risk and lower-level offenders are diverted from prison to community programs, new supervision
technologies provide confidence that these offenders still can be held accountable for their behavior.
Research also has recognized new strategies that effectively change offender behavior, including mandating
cognitive-behavioral therapies that improve impulse control, imposing swift and certain sanctions for rule
violations, and offering rewards for staying crime- and drug-free.[14]
This powerful alignment of research, public opinion, and state successes suggests that the recent downturn
in the prison population and shift to proven alternatives is not merely a function of tight fiscal times, but rather
an evidence-based policy change that is likely to continue even when budget pressures ease.
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